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The sta,ndar
'
d pollen extraction procedure in use at the Palynology Laboratory 

of the Department of Anthropology was applied to 'the 24 samples submitted from 

AZ U:1 :30 and :31 (ASU) by J. E. Bruder. Pollen was observed in all the resulting 

specimens, but only five of the fourteen samples representing the prehistoric 

horizon produced sufficient pollen to allow profitable analysis. Ms. A. G. Rankin 

undertook the work of extraction, identification and counting of the pollen. 

� Samples representing the prehistoric horizon were selected to allow evaluation 

of the archaeological contexts most conducive to palynological research. Judgi, ng 

by these results, it would appear that floor sediment deposits and floor feature 

fi 11 depos its offer the best prospect for profi tab 1 e study.· Floor contact 

deposits--and presumably superimposed fill deposits--seem to ·be much-less relia

ble sources for pollen data. 

Samples of the modern horizon were selec�ed to detennine Whether or not the 

variability in.".Vegetationa1 characteristics of plots of' the research area w, as 

paralleled by var,la�11i.ty in pollen rain. Resu1:ts indicat.e that this is generally 

t�e case, though there is very little dir-ect cqrrespondence .between�egetafion 

and pollen rain. Some vegetational characteristics' appear to be'reflected in the 

modern pollen rain by pollen type diversity, and others seem to correspond to 

variations in pollen frequency. There are too few specimens to allow a statis-

e call y  defensible correlation of any given vegetation pattern with a, given 
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pollen rain in the available data. This seems a profitable line of future 

research, however . 

It should be noted in this regard that the patterns of pollen rain varia

tion observed in these surface samples are not similar to those which have been 

observed in surface samples from the Desert Scrub ecosystem of Arizona. However, 

they are not superficially dissimilar from those observed in a §tudy area 

centered a few ki lometers above the confl uence of the Salt Ri ver and Che�.r Creek. 

The significance of this relationship is quite unevaluable at present, but 

future identification of surface pollen rain pattern variations in the Sonoran 

Desert Grassland and its ecotones with the Desert Scrub and the Chapparal eco

systems. is indicated. Comprehension of such pattern variations should be ex

tremely valuable in assisting archaeological studies underway in the so-called 

Arizona Ecotone District. 

There is no readily apparent patterned relationship between the surface 

sample pollen records from U:l :30 and .the pollen records representing the hori

zon of aboriginal occupation. Techniques of statistical· analysis· (e. g. multi

" vadant regressions or factor analysis) might be profitable procedures to use 
" . " " 

in sear�h of such relations but a
"
re not justified at present because of the small 

nu�ber of sampl�s analyzed so far. It is clear� howeve�, that the fossil pollen 

records are far less varia"ble as a group than the surface pollen records. Partly, 

this is due to the oc;currence of a significantly smaller number of pollen types 

in the fos"sil record; part1.y, it is due to the constra"ining influence of a 

great�r frequ�r:tcy" 9f "Chenopodineae (cf. Cheno-a�) 
·
pollen. The" reasons" for the 

di.stinctions between the surface and the fossil pollen records remain ob�cure. 

Differential pollen preser"vation couJd be involved, and/or local overrepresenta

tion, or even differential production of pollen expressed as seasonality. 

Similar distinctions between modern and fossil pollen records of given locations 
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have been observed elsewhere in the Sonoran Desert Grassland and the Woodland 

ecosystems of central Arizona however. It would thus appear that the situation 
, 

at this site is part of a general pattern and not a peculiarity of the site 

pollen record. 

The fossil pollen records can be placed in a relative temporal series by 

virtue of associated archaeological data. The oldest samples of the series would 

be those of the floor sediments, and there is s�me prospect that the floor of 

Feature 2 is slightly older than that of Feature 1. The fill of the subfloor 

pit in Feature 2 should represent the next oldest sample, but not necessarily 

one which is older or younger than the subfloor pit fill of Feature 1. The floor 

contact deposit of Feature 2 provides a sample which is probably younger than 

that of the subf100r pit sampled in that feature, and' possibly the most recently 

deposited specimen of the available series. If placed in relative time sequence, 

the fossil pollen records reveal a'slight, but statistically significant, change 

in the frequency of arboreal pollen. This is, primarily a funct�on of sequential 

reduction in the frequency of ' Quercus (oak) pollen, however. Since this pollen 

was not likely to have been produced'locally, the variat'ion involved may have 

little paleoecological significance. 

Change through' time' is, .il 1 so observed in the fre��ency of total ' Compos i tae 
. '- . 

pollen and the relative proportlons of AmbCl!;sieae (cf. low spine.) to Tubuliflorae 

(cf. high sp.ine) ·pollen. This seems a more fruitfui. line for paleoecolog�cal 

inquiry, but pres.ent.
' 

data wil" suppo
'
rt no recpnstructiv.e statements. It shoul.d, 

also
. 

be noted that n� pollen of maizef and rjO pollen attributab1e.to�coiiomically 

significant taxa, occurs in these fossil records. In. view of their direct association 

wi.th ·substanti.a1 and permanent architecture this is somewhat surp!,i�ing, sin'ce per

manency of settlement is nonnal1y tho.u.ght to be a di.agnostic of .agricultural 

activity. Again, however, pollen records of this sort are not unique to U:l:31. 
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Other sites in Desert Scrub and Desert Grassland locations of roughly similar 

antiquity also lack pollen evidence of agricultural activity. though contemporary 

pollen records from Hohokam, Mogollon and Anasazi sites contain large quantities 

of so-called economic pollen. 

Overall. further palynolQgical research seems to be both justified and 

indicated. However, it is clear that the pollen records of these sites will 

only be truly comprehensible from the perspective of a wider network of surface 

and fossil pollen records from a number of locations in the Transition '
Zone and 

the Ecotone District of central Arizona. It is not very likely that even a 

large investment in the palynolgoical study of AZ:U:l:30 and :31 alone would 

result in a valid paleoecolog�cal reconstruction for the horizon of aboriginal 

occ upancy. The archaeologist responsible for mitigating adverse impacts to the 

cultura' resources of the study area, then, must we.igh the benefits of knowledge 

. that might be gained from this research against those that might be gained by 

allocating presently available funds and ener9ies
.
in other directions. I would . 

dt?'rr(� 
suggest that this judgement should be �e�eflEle� until the parameters of time and 

funding have been well established. 


